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West adams prep high school website

Fiscal data, demographics and performance on California's K-12 schools for the first time here? West Adams High School Preparatory West Adams Prepares at Night1500 West Washington Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90007Coordinates34°02′23N 118°17′23W / 34.039796°N 118.28985°W / 34.039796; -118.289851W: 34°02′23N 118°17′23W / 34.039796°N
118.289851° W / 34.039796; -118.289851InformationPublicEstablished2007Province of Los Angeles Unified School DistrictStaff67.51 (FTE)[1]Classes9-12A Range14-18Nrul1,350 (12 2018-19)[1]Student-to-teacher ratio 20.00[1]Colors(s)Black and Gray and SkyPantherWebsite Blue Mascot[1] West Adams is preparing a high school in the Pico-Union
neighborhood of downtown Los Angeles, California. The school is part of the Los Angeles Unified School District and is operated by a nonprofit organization that works in conjunction with LAUSD. The organization, mla partner schools (formerly known as Mentor Los Angeles), also runs a manual arts high school. History The school, which opened in the fall
semester of 2007, is divided into three smaller schools: Business, Art (SOTA) and Invention, Design, Engineering and Architecture (IDEA). Core programs include counseling (a course required for each student, each year, learning about college and career opportunities) and 7 to 7 (an extended school day that offers enrichment opportunities for students and
families before and after normal school hours). Although West Adams is LAUSD High School, it was designed in part by MLA Affiliate Schools, a non-profit organization that now operates the school on a five-year performance contract with the LAUSD School Board. The school originally opened to facilitate Belmont High School in Los Angeles, Dorsey High
School, Los Angeles High School and Manual Arts High School. [3] Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution Several episodes of Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution are concentrated in West Adams, as Oliver tries to influence the food options available to students. [5] [6] References ^ b c West Adams high pre-prepares. National Center for Education Statistics. [Editing,
October 24, 2020 on February 26, 2007, the West Adams High School's #2 Stationing Program, LAUSD, February 26, 2010. Los Angeles Times^^^^ On April 12, 2011, the Company's 2011 ^^^^ was held. MLA Partner Schools website retrieved from A guide to schools and related public and provincial school data files (commonly referred to as a guide)
contain information about California schools, districts, and school/district administrators voluntarily reported by local education agencies (LEAs) to the California Department of Education (CDE) as public convenience. Because the information is voluntarily reported on itself, the library does not contain information for all LEA and the information contained in
the Guide may be obsolete or may have errors, omissions, typos, and other inaccuracies. Therefore, information or lack of information may not be relied upon in the Guide for any purpose, and should only be used to contact the LEA. For information about LEA certification, visit the U.S. Department of Education's Web page for certification and quality
assurance. For more information on how to get involved in homes for rent &amp; sale near this school this school ranks below average in school quality compared to other California schools. Students here have lower-than-average college readiness metrics, ... More this school has about average results in how well it serves disadvantaged students, and the
students perform below average on state tests. How does this county respond to COVID-19? Discover &gt;&gt; the tests at this school fall below the national average. This suggests that most students at this school cannot show up at a grade level. A tip for parents did you notice anything missing or confusing? Valuable students at this school show up as well
as other students in the state, but this school can still have achievement gaps. A tip ordered student results by a low-income percenty and low-wage students all other students at the school around her Location: Los Angeles, California Are you a student or parent at West Adams Preparatory High School? You want to figure out how to figure out how to
understand high school? We wrote the best guide to West Adams High School available. Here's reviewed: The breakdown of students' ethnicity, gender and family income How safe West Adams high prep is to participate in SAT/ACT/AP scores earned by West Adams prepares high school students whose AP/IB classes you can take at West Adams High
Preparation and any sports team you can join at West Adams High Prep Let's get started! West Adams Preparatory Program is a public school, supporting classes 9-12. It is located in Los Angeles, California and Los Angeles County. Based on its location, West Adams Preparatory High School is classified as a big-city school. Here's the location on the map:
Mailing Contact Address: West Adams Prepares High School1500 W. Washington Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90007-1257 Phone Number: 3233732500 West Adams Prep School Home: Principal: Erica NavaEmail Principal: [Doel Protected] Student Enrollment Overall at West Adams High School is 1695 students, making it a large high school, at the top 25% of
all California high schools by size. Going to West Adams Prep School would be like going to a small college. You will have several hundred students in your class, enough to provide an interesting set of activities, sports, and classes to try. But compared to California's largest high schools, students' body size won't be overwhelming. Student body size growth
is West Adams preparing a growing or shrinking high school? It will help you see trends where the school is going. According to our calculations, enrollment at West Adams High School has been steadily increasing in recent years. We calculate this by comparing registration in grades 9 through 12. Female students all students in ninth grade 303 198 501
10th grade 278 206 484 11th grade 201 183 384 12th grade 157 169 326 as shown in the table above, the first year class is 175 students larger than the 126th grade. This suggests that the school is growing in size and taking on more students. There are several reasons this could happen. The city of Los Angeles can grow in population, sending more
students to West Adams Preparatory High School. Alternatively, West Adams Preparatory High School could be relaxing its student policy and taking in more students. Gender split Are there more boys or girls at West Adams High School? According to our statistics, West Adams High School has a 56:44 division between male and female students. As a
result, it will feel like there are a lot more girls than boys in your classes. Sometimes this imbalance can result from a random chance and can't offer anything on West Adams High Prep. In other cases, the school may choose a preferred manner for men. For example, in our data we find that continuing secondary schools unfortunately seem to be dominated
by men. In other cases, other nearby schools may attract schoolgirls, drawing them from West Adams Preparatory High School. If the male majority concerns you, we suggest contacting west Adams' preparatory director and asking if they have any thoughts on why there is a gender imbalance. Their phone number is 3233732500. Ethnic breakdown What's
the racial diversity at West Adams High? Does one ethnicity find most students, or is it fairly balanced? According to our statistics, West Adams High School has a very homogeneous student body, with more than 90% of students identifying as one This is particularly extreme - less than 10% of California schools show little racial diversity like West Adams
High School. When you attend class, you will surround students of the same ethnicity. Most of the students at West Adams High School are Hispanic. In California, Hispanic students are the most students at 51.5%, so they are the most common ethnicity. Mostly Hispanic schools are the most common type of homogeneous school, and West Adams
Preparatory High School fits that category. Percentage Number American Indian/Alaska Native 0.2% 4 Asia 0.7% 13 Hispanic 92.5% 1569 Black 6.1% 105 White 0.2% 4 Hawaii native / Pacific Islander 0.0% 0 Two or more races 0.0% 0 High schools typically reflect the population in the surrounding area, So the ethnicity of students probably resembles those
of Los Angeles. If you want to see what other nearby schools look like in diversity, just Google [school name] prepscholar to find our guide to this particular school. The income level of West Adams Preparatory High School families, what are the family incomes of students at West Adams High School? To determine this, we look at the number of students
eligible for free or reduced lunches, classification by the U.S. federal government. To qualify for a reduced-price meal, family income would have to be below 185% of federal poverty guidelines. For a family of 4, this means an income of about $45,000 or less. To qualify for a free meal, family income would have to be below 130% of federal poverty
guidelines. For a family of 4, this means an income of about $32,000 or less. The lower the percentage of students eligible for free or reduced price meals, the higher income levels are expected. At West Adams Preparatory High School, 4.9% of students qualify for lunches at a reduced price, and 87.1% are eligible for free lunches. This means West Adams
Preparatory High School has a high percentage of students in or near poverty. Nearly a third of all California schools show this level of poverty, and by the standards of the National Center for Education Statistics, West Adams High School can be classified as high poverty digesters. The income level of families in Los Angeles is expected to be low. The
number of percentage of reduced-price lunches 84 4.9% free lunches 1478 87.1% are not eligible for reduced or free lunches 133 7.8% as with ethnicity, this probably reflects the surrounding community in Los Angeles and doesn't talk much about the school itself. Unfortunately, schools in areas with lower income levels are likely to be funded worse. As a
result, they may include less advanced courses like AP/IB classes, you may not have a wide range of sports and extra-school activities. Because West Adams High School is an especially high school at the poverty level, it may not have the resources you need to meet your full potential. I certainly have no control over the city, school, or other families, but
you can build your learning to be more productive. If you want to open yourself up to more opportunities, you can see if you can move to a nearby school with higher income levels. If not, don't be alarmed - it's possible West Adams High has everything you need for your ambition. And you can definitely be conceived on learning outside your school, looking to
your community or the internet to find more resources. Exclusive: Want to learn how to improve your SAT score by 160 points? Download our free guide on the top 5 strategies you must be using to improve your score. This guide is written by Harvard graduates and scores perfect PSYCHOMETRICS. If you apply the strategies in this guide, you will learn
smarter and make improvements to a huge score. How safe is West Adams Prep High School to participate? Can you expect a lot of conflict as a student here? To learn this, we look at disciplinary data for two types of incidents at West Adams High School: referrals to law enforcement (when incidents are reported to police) and arrests. These are the most
serious disciplinary actions available to the school and are more serious than suspensions or expulsions. Suspensions are often discretionary and can only be given for being disruptive in the classroom. In contrast, law enforcement referrals and arrests often point to incidents that are ingesting the safety of other preparatory students in West Adams. In the
2011-2012 school year, there were 48 referrals to law enforcement (42 men, 6 women) and 10 school-related arrests (8 males, 2 women). That's out of a total enrollment of 2350 students. To put this in perspective, most California schools (59% of them) reported 0 referrals and law enforcement arrests. This means that 2.4 West Adams Prepares High has
minor safety issues. For every 100 students, there were only 2.4 law enforcement-related operations, but that's still higher than 75% of California schools. With this record, is West Adams High School significantly different from other schools in the area? West Adams Prep High may have a particularly bad track record, or it could be that the environment is
showing a pattern. Compare this school with other high schools in the same school district, using the following table: Los Angeles Unified School Safety School Name Overall Referred Total Enrollment Arrests Frank Lanterman 0 0 222 Opportunities Unlimited Youth 6 0 323 Jane Adams Continued 0 0 216 William Tell Aggeler High Opportunity 0 0 65 John R.
Tall Tree 0 0 144 Angel Gate (Continued) 0 0 84 Academic Performance Now we get to a key aspect of High School Evaluation: Academic Performance. How much good education will you get at West Adams Prep? Will you be College? Will you have access to advanced classes? We've gathered everything we could find here on the academics of West
Adams High School. Graduation rate To get started, an important benchmark of academic achievement is the graduation rate. For all students who start high school at West Adams High School, the state of California wants as many students as possible to graduate as much as possible, since a high school diploma can be a big difference in job protection. At
West Adams Preparatory High School, 80% (out of 782) West Adams High School students graduated within four years of the start of high school. That's how it works out with other schools. The California government defined 90% as a target rate. The national average is around 80%-85%. West Adams High School is in the 44th percentor of all California
Public High Schools for graduation. It's below average. Typically, a graduation rate of over 90% is considered well above average, and below 75% is well below average. Note: These figures come in a few years ago, but the trends are likely to remain the same, as schools are not improving or significantly worse in a short period of time. Next revised test, we
take another big piece of high school academics: standardized test performance for West Adams High School students. These are tests given to large populations of students for comparison purposes. Let's start by looking at the data for nationally administered standardized testing. As you probably know, the S.A.T. is a critical test used for college
absorption. The higher the grade you get, the better academic performance compared to students across the country, and the easier it is to get into top colleges. We did an in-depth study and found the average SAT scores of West Adams Prem preparatory program. The average combined SAT score is 1200 out of 2400, compared with a national average of
1500. Every year, about 267 at West Adams Preparatory High School take the S.A.T. That's a very low SATs score, putting West Adams preparing high in the bottom 25% of all California schools, well below the national average. Only 9% of S.A.T. recipients get a higher score than the national average. Unfortunately, this suggests that most students
attending West Adams Preparatory High School are not high achievers, and will find it difficult to get into a good college. Note, however, that average is only average - you still have the potential to rise above expectations. If you work hard and earn a PSYCHOMETRIC score well above the West Adams High School average, there's going to be a great
chance of getting into a good college. Here's a breakdown of SATs scores by section: AVERAGE SAT scores (2013-2014) Source of critical reading Math Writing Complex West Adams High Preparatory 396 416 396 1200 California 498 510 496 1504 United States 495 511 484 1490 Note that there is a Saturday since Scale 1600, but the trends above for
your high school are likely to continue. Just use this guide to convert between the old scale of 2400 and the new scale of 1600. To learn more about SAT percentor ratings, read our guide on what SAT percentages really mean. How good is 1200 as a SATs score? Find out with our complete guide to 1200 SAT score, including which colleges you can enter
with 1200 or any other PSYCHOMETRIC SCORE! Exclusive: Want to learn how to improve your SAT score by 160 points? Download our free guide on the top 5 strategies you must be using to improve your score. This guide is written by Harvard graduates and scores perfect PSYCHOMETRICS. If you apply the strategies in this guide, you will learn smarter
and make improvements to a huge score. In California, the ACT is less popular than the SATs. Therefore, it's harder to compare West Adams High School grades with the rest of the country. At West Adams Preparatory High School, the ACT average score was 16, compared to the national average of 20. Each year, roughly 79 out of 1695 students in total
take the ACT. Unfortunately, that's well below average performance, putting West Adams preparing high in the bottom 25% of California high schools. Most of the students staying here are well below the national average. As the ACT looks into what you learn in school, it may be a warning sign that the quality of education you receive at West Adams
Preparatory High School may be lacking compared to other schools. Here's the average English, maths, reading, And the science score for West Adams prepares high vs. California and the U.S.: ACT average maths source grades reading science West Adams high preparatory 15 19 16 16 California 21.8 22.8 22.3 21.7 United States 20.3 20.9 21.3 20.8
Grades provided are for the school year 2013-14 Learn more about the adron rating and the ACT in this article. Every man is different. What counts as a good ACT score for you? Learn more with this article! Exclusive: Want to learn how to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Download our free guide on the top 5 strategies you must be using to improve
your score. This guide is written by Harvard graduates and ACT perfect scorers. Advanced location classes (AP) are college-level courses that are another academic challenge and may give West Adams High School students college credit. Here's what we're looking for: Average high scores from the AP test, as well as AP's high delivery rates. AP scores
each year, roughly 225 students in the 9th-12th grade at West Adams Preparatory High School take 343 AP exams. It's important to understand how students get a score in ap - earning 3, 4 or 5 in. The AP test means passing the test and often earning college credit. The average score for all AP exams conducted in West Adams prepares high is 2.2 out of 5.
Unfortunately, this score puts West Adams preparing high below average performance. On AP tests, the fetal score is considered 3, and most students who take AP tests in West Adams high pre-presiding do not pass. This performance places West Adams Preparatory High School at 50% of AP test schools in California. It's not all bad news. It's already
good that West Adams Preparatory High School offers an AP program so you can start dipping your toes into college-level courses. Some schools are new to offering AP courses, and teachers often get better at preparing students for AP tests. Moreover, a good number of students still earn a passing grade of 3 or higher. With hard work throughout the year,
you'll still be able to beat your school average. We have specific data on how many students have 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 (out of 5) on AP exams in the chart below: AP Test takes statistics another way to gauge the quality of the school's AP program is to see how many AP students actually took AP exams at West Adams High School. If a lot of students enroll in AP
courses but don't really take ap exams, it may be a sign that students don't feel adequately willing to take the test, or the school doesn't encourage students to take the exams enough. At West Adams Preparatory High School, there is a total enrollment of 298 AP courses (a student who takes more than one AP course is considered more than once). Of the
students taking AP, 232 participated in tests for all AP courses. 12 students took tests for some AP courses, and 55 participated in AP courses but did not take the tests. That's a good test participation. Most AP students at West Adams High School take the AP test for each of their AP courses, surpassing the students who take some or not AP exams. This is
a good sign that students feel confident enough to reach the tests for all AP courses available to them, reflecting well on teachers and course material. West Adams High Preparatory can continue to improve by reducing the number of students who take AP tests for some or none of their courses, but this is in good condition. Note: Our most recent data is
from 2012, so statistics may vary since then. However, the trends are likely to continue - above-average schools are expected to remain above average, and below average schools are expected to remain below average. AP Transition lessons for AP students at West Adams High School preparing those who take the exam, it's important to know how they
do. Here we have specific data on how many students received passing grade (3 or higher) on all, how many, or none of the AP exams they took. Out of all the AP tests, 47 students passed every AP exam they took, which is Work. Forty-seven students passed several but not all AP exams, and 150 students did not pass any AP exam they took.
Unfortunately, this is a poor performance compared to other high schools. At West Adams High School, most AP students fail every AP exam they take. This usually means they are not adequately prepared for the national AP test at the end of the year. It's not necessarily the school's fault. AP courses may be too advanced for the typical student at West
Adams Preparatory High School, and it's still a good thing that AP courses are offered at all. Furthermore, it is possible that most AP exams taken by students at West Adams High Preparatory are on the harder side. However, if you're a student at West Adams High School, it's a warning you'll need to go above and beyond the typical student to pass your AP
exams. This may include self-study, figuring out who ap teachers are better at and trying to get into their classes, and work hard. To find out the passing rates for specific AP courses at West Adams High School, you'll need to talk to your counselor (who can help you find that information). For example, one AP math teacher may have a pass rate above 90% ,
while another may have only a 50% pass rate. If you can, you want to take the class with the teacher who has more students and get 3 or higher on the AP test. Starting in 2014, 11th graders attending West Adams Preparatory High School must take standardized tests in English/language and math as part of the California Student Performance and
Progress Review (CAASPP). These align with the new Common Core standards and are called Smart Balanced tests. If preparatory students in West Adams meet or exceed state standards, they are academically ready to graduate from high school and go to college. Specifically, we care about the percentage of students who are against or exceed state
standards. The greater that number, the greater the preparation of students at West Adams High School. At West Adams High School, 15% of students stand or exceed state facilities in English/language. This is considered well below average and puts West Adams preparing high in the bottom 25% of all California High Schools of English/Language Arts.
The vast majority of West Adams High School students don't meet state standards, and only a small percentage pass. This low percentage itself is not a cause for much concern - as teachers and students become more familiar with the new Common Core, the pass rate in West Adams prepares high and is unlikely to increase. But it still reflects West Adams
High School's low standing among California high schools. English Arts/Language Test Results (2015) Read more about what's measured in The ELA region is zion here. The second major test tested for state estimates is Math. Across the country, math performance is generally lower than English/language art performance, so it's natural for this number to
be lower. At West Adams High School, 14% of students meet or exceed state math standards. That counts well below average and puts West Adams High School at the bottom 25% of all California high schools. The vast majority of West Adams Preparatory High School students do not meet state standards, and only a small percentage pass. Academic
proposals In addition to the standard high school curriculum, many high schools like West Adams High School offer advanced courses as part of the Advanced Placement Programs (AP) or International Baccalaureate (IB). Short introductory courses for AP/IB AP and IB are designed with the difficulty of college introductory classes. There are a number of
important advantages to taking advanced courses at West Adams High School. First, taking more advanced classes shows colleges that you're committed to challenging yourself academically, and that you're one of the more advanced students at West Adams Preparatory High School. Taking AP/IB classes also raises your weighty way average and makes



you a stronger college candidate. Furthermore, many colleges will receive high-preparation AP/IB courses from your West Adams as college courses. In some cases, you can skip departments at the introductory level and switch to more advanced classes. In other cases, you can avoid having to take required courses and you may even be able to graduate
sooner than 4 standard years. Often it will require you to pass the AP test, getting a score of 3 or higher. So what advanced courses does West Adams High School offer? AP Courses West Adams Preparatory High School offers AP courses in 14 subjects. This is a reasonable number of AP subjects, putting West Adams preparing a high school in the top
50% of California schools that offer AP courses. You will likely have access to some of the most popular topics in AP math and wind computing as well as several others. The total number of AP subjects is 38, so West Adams prepares a high and lacks a large number of topics, including some of these popular ones. If there are AP courses you want to take
that are not offered at West Adams Preparatory High School, ask your counselor for ideas on how to cover the gap. Of course, keep in mind that quality is even more important than quantity - even if West Adams High Prech doesn't offer any AP course under the sun, the lessons can still learn very well. You can see student performance in the AP score
analysis section above. The ap's next courses were offered at West Adams Preparatory High School in 2015-2016: Course Title AB Calculation English Chemistry Language and Composition English Literature and Composition Environmental Sciences Macroeconomics Physics 1: Algebra-based Spanish Language and Culture Literature and Culture And
Culture Statistics United States Government History of the United States World History At last, we cover which sports teams are available at West Adams High School prepares. Sports are an integral part of the high school experiences of many students. The more sports available, and the more supported levels (Roche, JV, Varsity), the more likely you are to
be able to participate in sports in West Adams high preppers. By the way, west adams high mascot is the Panthers. Come on, Panthers! West Adams High School has 13 teams for girls' sports. That's a large number that puts West Adams Preparatory High School in the top 50% of California schools that offer girls' sports. You won't get the full range of sports
and levels, but you'll try for some options. If you're participating in a sport that West Adams Preparatory High doesn't offer, consider looking for a local team other than a school you can join. And now for boys: West Adams High School is pitching 15 teams for boys' sports. This relative number puts West Adams Preparatory High School at the bottom of 50%
of California schools that offer boys' sports. Sports teams are expensive to support, and West Adams Preparatory High Won't be able to offer the full range of options. If you're participating in a sport that West Adams Preparatory High doesn't offer, consider joining a local non-school team to train and compete. Boys' Teams Girls Wrestling Teams Waterpolo
Waterpolo Cross Country Cross Country Swimming Softball Basketball Trackfield Volleyball Soccer What's Next? Want to learn more useful about high school classes and college preparation? Our blog has lots of articles and advice on topics ranging from GPA courses to letters of recommendation, extra-study, and much more! Ready to increase your
schedule and maximize your college readiness? Read all about the advanced placement programs and international Baccalaureate programs. Not really in high school yet, but eager to get started? We also have information for young students interested in advanced learning opportunities, both inside and outside the school. Visit our blog for free strategy
guides on college admissions and test preparation. Our experts have written hundreds of useful articles on improving your SAT score and college admissions. You'll definitely find something useful here. Visit our blog now. Sign up for our newsletter to get free strategies and guides sent to your email. Learn how to succeed in the SAT/ACT and get into
college, with exclusive tips and insights we share with our private newsletter subscribers. You Definitely following us on social media. You'll get updates on our latest articles right in your feed. Follow us on all 3 of our social networks: Twitter and Google+ Track the @PrepScholar data sources on this page are taken from a variety of sources, including (but not
exclusively): to:
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